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About This Game

Point is a short minimal, math puzzle game.

A puzzle for finding the path to get the maximum number of score.
With a nice soundtrack in the style of the 80's.
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Cool stuff.. Updated as of June 8: Brown has released an update for the game which addresses my main issues. The user
experience is much improved, and I am pleased to now be able to recommend the game.

I am a fan of Brown's previous games, and have over a thousand puzzles solved in Hexcells Infinite. So I was really looking
forward to trying his latest effort. Unfortunately it is not up to the standard of his earlier work, and I can not recommend it (at
least in the current state, hopefully some changes will be made).

Some of the mechanics of the puzzles are not explained at all clearly, unlike in his previous work where each new concept was
demonstrated with an introductory puzzle or two. Instead one is forced to trial and error to work out how the mechanic works.
This frustration is increased because the result of making an error is to be thrown back to the main menu, forcing a restart of
that puzzle. I much preferred the system in Hexcells, where the error was flagged but you remained in the puzzle and could
think through where you went astray so you could learn from your mistake. Then you could restart the puzzle from scratch and
try for a clean solve.

There are some good ideas in CrossCells, and I hope Brown makes some changes to address these issues. But in its current form
this game is quite a disappointment.. Unpolished and unbalanced at times.

Sound quality is not up to par with the visuals. What I mean with this is that theres very little amount of sounds, and at times it
makes the game feel really muted and barren.

Stage design can be completely unbalanced at times. You will be on situations where you cant really see beforehand whats you
have to do.

The weapons from the bosses are not very good for regular use except for one (1 of 4 weapons). However the game will require
you to use all of them to get past some areas, so they didnt go to waste completely.

Besides that, the music is nice and the boss fights are actually good.
The controls are very good, but the movement has a "light" feeling.
Also once you beat the game once you can choose from 4 additional characters to play the game again, tough the stages arent
fun enough to warrant you will play the game over again.

In the end its just an average game, definitely not worth $4 (maybe 1 or 2) considering theres games out there for the same price
with more attention to detail and better game design overall.. A lot of game per buck but also something that has been made as
web browser games.. Visual Novel with management elements. Gameplay isn't groundbreaking but serves it's purpose. Art is a
wonderful classic-gothic handdrawn style that compliments the atmosphere. Sound is... there. No VAs whatsoever.

The story is deeply resembling of Faust (the MC is even named Faust) but with enough changes to the story to make it original.

As the game itself will tell you as soon as it boots it, this is a VERY dark game with VERY dark subject matter. The entire
game is an allegory of child abuse and exploitation. It's not as depressing as This War Of Mine, but is within that mood.

A good game to play in short bursts but you can beat it pretty quickly if you know what you're doing.

Recommend, but get it on sale. 15 bucks is too much for this IMO.. A great edition to an awesome franchise 9/10. No sound!
Impossible and uncontrollable mousesettings.... WTF is this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game even? Not worth
anyones time or money...
THE worst game I EVER played!
You can't do anything besides moving side to side and jump.
You can't even jump high enough to reach the next platform.
The controls are appalling, with major input lag.
It also bugged out several times and I was killed before the level even started.
Cleary a cash-grab game that should have never been allowed onto the Steam platform.
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I spend not much time with the game because of two mechanics that breaks the game for me.
One of them is ,the character can become paranoid and if it kicks in you can\u2019t move for a moment.
If this happens in the moment you want to passing by a place there is a lightning that can kill you then you can repeat the hole
level. Same thing if you get chased, this was so annoying.
There is a possibility to heal you, but that isn\u2019t helping much if the place to do so
is on the other end of the level.
The second thing I don\u2019t like is, that you can\u2019t save your progress in the level itself.. If you take the time to explore
and look around, you begin to feel like you are truly in this world. Pretty soon you start looking over your shoulder and paying
more attention to the sounds you hear. Is this Prague? I thought I recognized a place or two. Very cool.. This is a must have for
any wrestling fan.. Outlast for people with coulrophobia.. it was so bad, doesn't worth even $1. but after the last update it worth
$3.5. :). A childhood classic!. A really cute VN :). Great to the devs behind Oh..Sir! making more related content, even if it is
strangely a new product.

It’s great to see Steam Workshop support for the game, but it doesn’t appear like it’s anything more than just custom icons…

The game, and its predecessor, are both temporarily fun. Solo gameplay is much slower and way less humorous than sharing the
experience. Oh...Sir! is at it’s best when you, and a friend, are frequently seeing new and absurd lines. The game still get really
dull once you’ve seen the majority of sentence fragments.

Why not then create a system for simple custom noun/verb line additions! You could create relevant references for your friend-
group or make and share other community inside-joke packs with others via workshop. The game could keep itself relevant!
You won’t have worry about text-to-speech-ish voice overs because there wouldn’t be a need for it. The sentences are what’s
funny, not the way ‘dirty potter’ slowly stammers out sections of words.

I still have high hopes for the future of this, I guess, series (?) and if you haven’t messed around with the first game either,
picking up either for a few bucks could make a few evenings/meet-ups a bit sillier.
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